
We think Galaxy is the best place to host a Meteor app and we have started

hosting our clients’ apps there.

We have always used “Platform as a Service” (PaaS) hosting because even

though they cost a bit more than DIY alternatives like Digital Ocean or AWS

the total cost to our clients is much lower when people’s time is taken into

account.

Scaling up the server capacity takes no effort, and we don’t have to worry

about OS updates and all the little things that take work and can cause

downtime (do you automate your log file rotation and archiving or will your

app go down one day because the disk is full?). And we could never

respond as quickly to critical security issues like DROWN or Heartbleed.

This is what managing your production app should look like:
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But deployment should be automated using a Continuous Integration (CI)

service because:

1. There’s no risk of deploying the wrong thing. Deploying the wrong

branch or uncommitted local changes can not only introduce bugs

but also make them harder to reproduce for debugging since you

won’t know what exactly was deployed.

2. There’s no risk of specifying the wrong Meteor settings with the

deployment command.

3. Tests are run automatically and you won’t deploy with failing tests.

4. You can ensure that your test or staging server is always up to date

with the latest changes automatically.

5. You can automatically reset your test or staging server’s data to a

clean state (we actually reset it to a copy of production data, more
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How to automate your Galaxy
deployment
There are many CI services, we use Semaphore.

Most CI services will separate this into two steps: testing and deployment.

If the testing phase doesn’t fail then the service will deploy, usually to a

specific server depending on which branch was built.

We have written a bit about testing here, so this article is going to focus on

the deployment part only, and in part 2 I’ll show how we reset our staging

server data to a copy of production.

Your CI service will have settings to deploy a build when there are new

commits on a specific branch. In Semaphore you can add a new server

and choose the “Generic Deployment” strategy.

Then you enter the commands to deploy, somewhat like you would do

yourself on the command-line. (So first, make sure you can successfully

deploy to Galaxy from the command-line).
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with your meteor account. On your development machine it will save this

login info, but on the CI server that won’t work.

It’s not a problem though. The meteor deploy  command looks for an

environment variable called METEOR_SESSION_FILE  where it can find a

saved authentication token.

To create that file use:

METEOR_SESSION_FILE=deployment_token.json meteor login .

(We have a separate Meteor/Galaxy account just for this, that’s optional but

recommended.) This will create the file deployment_token.json

which you can save as a stored config file in your CI service. In Semaphore

that file will be available to your deployment commands as

/home/runner/deployment_token.json .

meteor deploy  can then use the same METEOR_SESSION_FILE

environment variable and it will read the token, like so:

export METEOR_SESSION_FILE=/home/runner/meteor-login.json

export DEPLOY_HOSTNAME=galaxy.meteor.com

meteor deploy myapp-staging.meteorapp.com

Or the one-line equivalent:

METEOR_SESSION_FILE=/home/runner/meteor-login.json

DEPLOY_HOSTNAME=galaxy.meteor.com meteor deploy myapp-

staging.meteorapp.com

Meteor settings and env vars
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to put in your Meteor settings).

So you will also want to create another stored config file in your CI service.

You will create one for each server environment (production, staging, etc.).

So then your deployment commands will look like this:

curl https://install.meteor.com/ | sh

export METEOR_SESSION_FILE=/home/runner/meteor-login.json

export DEPLOY_HOSTNAME=galaxy.meteor.com

meteor deploy myapp-staging.meteorapp.com --settings /home/runner/meteor

That’s it! Look out for part 2 of this post to see how we reset the test or

staging servers to a copy of production data, and in the meantime go

automate your deployments to Galaxy!

Let's stay connected. Join our monthly newsletter to receive
updates on events, training, and helpful articles from our
team.

First Name name@email.com Sign Up
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